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Month Overview:

In this unit, students will explore how to communicate narratives
through photography and photomontage.



Activities and Tasks Overview: 

To start the unit, learners watched a video about the history of
photography and discussed the different changes that occurred over
time to art and photography. After that, students were introduced to the
art of photomontage and conducted a research to create a presentation
about some photomontage artists and their works. Furthermore,
experiments in the collaging techniques took place using materials that
the students got from households; newspapers, magazines, or printed
photographs. 

Assessment Overview :

All four criteria will be covered during this unit, Criterion A (Knowing and
Understanding), Criterion B (Developing Skills), Criterion C (Thinking
Creatively) and Criterion D (Responding).









Month Overview :

Our second unit of the second term talks about shadow theater and
creating a performance using lights and shadows supported by
elements like bodies and props as we stay connected with the
previous unit (production elements and masks).

Activities and Tasks Overview :

Students started to research shadow theater types and techniques.
They also started to think about ways on how to create a
performance using lights plus watching several of examples for
shadowing.



Assessment Overview :

Students have started their formative assessments where they are
working in small groups and individually on research and
auditioning.
 
Service as Action :

Students will explore how boundaries in theatre can inspire different
aesthetics. 









Month overview: 

In this unit, learners will be able to talk about their families and describe
someone physically and morally. They will explore the idea of staying
with a French family. They will express what they do as household chores
to help at home, and they will get some ideas for gifts. They will describe
a visit that they had by discovering the past tense. They will talk about
their favorite book or film.

PHASE 3

Activities and Tasks Overview :

We continued this month with our unit “My Family” and we finished it.
Students continued exploring “le passé composé” with the two helping
verbs “avoir et être”. We explored this topic through videos, power
points, links with self assessment and they described what they did last
week. We explored how to describe a book or a film that they recently
watched or read. They wrote a description about that. They had
vocabulary in French about some “gifts”. They had self-assessment about
this topic by listening to a dialogue and doing some activities online.
They also got to know how to say this or that in French “les adjectifs
demonstratifs”. Students did their reflection on Padlet on what they
have learnt, what they found difficult and what they found interesting.
All the resources are uploaded on both Managebac and Google
classroom.

Assessment Overview  :

Summative assessment was done on the 19th of April in Criteria A
“Listening”, B “Reading” and “D” Writing. We will have our summative
assessment in Criterion C “Speaking” on Saturday 8th of May.



PHASE 2

Activities and Tasks Overview :

We are still working on the same unit “my family”. Learners identified
parts of the house and the things they have in their rooms by watching a
video and going through different activities that are available on the
slide. They reflected their understanding on it by describing their houses
and their rooms. After that, learners identified the past tense with the
helping verbs “être et avoir” by going through activities and watching
videos.

Assessment Overview :

Learners will go through a summative Assessment to cover Criteria A, B
andD on the 8th of May, and a summative to cover Criterion C “Speaking”
on the 10th of May.

PHASE 1

Activities and Tasks Overview :

We are still working on the same unit “Ma famille”. Learners identified
“Le passé composé” with the two helping verbs “avoir” and “ être”. We
took several activities regarding this grammar subject. Students learned
the parts of the house and were able to describe their house and their
room in speaking and writing. 

Assessment Overview :

Learners went through a summative assessment Criterion D “Writing”
Their next summative assessment will be on the 8th of May Criterion C
“Speaking” The 10th of May Criteria A “Listening” B “Reading”. 







Month Overview :

This month, we finished the unit (Algebraic Expressions and Equations).
Students have reached a good level of writing and solving equations and
inequalities. We are starting a new unit (2D and 3D Geometry) where
students will connect the concept of perimeter and area as well as
surface area and volume to explore human- made landscapes as a part of
the global context orientation in space and time.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

Students have practiced solving equations in different levels of
complexity, they can write the equation using a written description. They
also used the concept of inverse function as a way of decoding,
connecting that to cryptology. They also worked on investigations to
learn about inequalities and solving inequalities. As for the current unit,
students are revising prior knowledge using many activities. They are
practicing writing effective notes after watching movies, activities or
class discussions. During this unit, students will work on relationships
and general rules for finding different quantities that help in the
formation of landscapes.

Assessment Overview :

Our students are having regular formative assessment during classes
and in different forms. They had Criterion B (Investigating Patterns) and
Criterion C (Communicating) as summative assessment. They are
managing the summative in Criterion A (Knowing and Understanding) for
the previous unit.

Service as action : 

Our students worked on an indirect service while finalizing their
summative. They prepared games or Math quests that spread fun and
learning at the same time.





Month Overview:

We went over the unit’s overview and explained the unit’s concepts, the
importance of space and communication between teammates and how
the right duration could help teammates within each other and against
their opponents

Activities and Tasks Overview:

We focused on the football rules. Students watched a video on FIFA rules
and they wrote their summary by notes. Then, they started working on
powerpoint slides talking about FIFA rules. 

Assessment Overview:

Students will be assessed summatively at the end of the unit according
to their end product.






